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The uppercase Cyrillic alphabet includes twelve symbols that are visually quite similar to counterparts in our Latin alphabet: А, В, С, Е, К, М, О, П, Т, Х, and У. English words that are spelled using these and only these letters are hereinafter dubbed kamchatka words, named for an eastern Russian peninsula. Note that KAMCHATKA is one such! Identify the twenty kamchatka words for which clues and lengths have been provided below. Make every ATTEMPT to achieve a perfect score as you COMPETE in this vocabulary quiz.

1. abstain in protest (7)
2. keyboard composition (7)
3. type of case (7)
4. swift-running cat (7)
5. understanding of another’s feelings (7)
6. something used to prevent slips (7)
7. mimic (7)
8. tomahawk (7)
9. extinct hairy elephant (7)
10. assemblage of recipes (8)
11. salary (8)
12. carrier of camping supplies (8)
13. underground cemetery (8)
14. member of the same squad (8)
15. long-crested parrot (8)
16. receptacle for flammable pieces of wood (8)
17. senseless talk (9)
18. automobile body style (9)
19. pain above the neck (9)
20. handbag (10)